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In 1895, Gustave Le Bon wrote a book which was entitled ‘The Crowd’. To this day the book is considered a classic on social psychology.
Le Bon believed that provided there existed a common cause, any number of otherwise independent and spatially separate individuals
could form a crowd. It should be easy to contemplate where individuals, regardless of their locations, can effectively join together in a
quest to share common interests and objectives. Many such groupings spring to mind - Sports fans, sports teams, religious sects, companies, riotous mobs, military units, patriotic nation states. One such grouping of like-minded individuals that people rarely consider a
crowd is those individuals who are participants in the financial markets. This crowd has a common objective, which is to increase capital.
Le Bon wrote, “The most striking similarity presented by a psychological crowd is the following: Whoever be the individuals that compose
it, however like or unlike be their mode of life, their occupations, their character, or their intelligence, the fact that they have been transformed into a crowd puts them in a sort of collective mind which makes them feel, think, and act in a manner quite different from that in
which each individual of them would feel, think, and act were he in state of isolation …”
“What really takes place is a combination followed by the creation of new characteristics, just as in chemistry certain elements when
brought into contact ... combine to form a new body possessing properties quite different from those of the bodies that had served to form
it.” Le Bon, Gustave, The Crowd - A Study of the Popular Mind, Larlin Corporation, 1982. p. 5 - 6.
Here Le Bon introduces us to two important concepts, which have stood the test of time, pointedly, that the crowd has an effective mind of
its own and each individual’s behaviour is changed through membership in the crowd. “Members of the crowd accept the same beliefs as
other members of the crowd and thereby suppress their own individuality.” Plummer, Tony, The Psychology of Technical Analysis, Probus
Publishing, 1983. p. 27.
In effect, the mind of a crowd is not rational, it is emotional. The act of actually buying into a position in the market entails an emotional
commitment and the need to be right. When the price goes in the investor’s favour it brings on a feeling of satisfaction, but if price moves
in the wrong direction, the investor feels uncertain and even fearful. These feelings are intensified when an individual investor associates
with other investors with similar trading positions.
This is an important concept when we are dealing with a crowd investing in the financial markets because it means that there cannot be
a rational explanation why prices are rising or why they are falling. “It’s getting pretty ridiculous on CNBC everyday to see spokesmen
searching for rational reasons why the market did such and such and they always latch onto something insane like a sentence from a
speech someone gave. “ Jenkins, Michael, Stock Cycles Forecast, June 7, 2013.
There are only two crowds in the financial markets; there is the bullish crowd and there is the bearish crowd. The motives and objectives
of these two crowds are diametrically opposed to one another. The bullish crowd wants prices to increase and the bearish crowd expects
prices to fall.
Every crowd has a life cycle. Some cycles are short such as the Vancouver post-hockey game riot, lasting a few hours; others are long
like our own lifetime cycle, lasting approximately 80 years.
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The bullish crowd and the bearish crowd have different life cycles of their own. There is the short term cycle associated with daily prices,
the mid-term cycle which is measured by weekly prices, the long term cycle measured by monthly prices and the Long Wave seasonal
cycles which are measured in years. Each investment cycle is much like our own life time cycle - birth, childhood, adulthood, old age and
death. The bullish cycle and the bearish cycle cannot co-exist except at the point of change between the death of one cycle and the birth
of the other cycle; when one cycle is alive the other is dormant.

												Plummer, p. 77.

During the early stages of a new cycle, most investors still remain committed to the former cycle. That cycle has completed, but its termination has not yet been recognized, except by a very few perceptive investors. Even this group lacks conviction and is subject to taking
quick profits rather than investing with the long term in mind. “At the beginning of a bull trend the fear of making losses still predominates,
while at the start of bear trend greed (or a fear of missing further profits) tends to stop people from selling a significant portion of their
investments. Consequently at the early stages of a price trend the emotional commitment of the (ultimately) successful crowd to that trend
is quite weak.” Plummer, p. 68 - 69.
During the early stages of a new cycle “members of the ‘wrong ‘ crowd will feel the need to associate together for protection. They will try
to confirm each other’s views as being correct and will emphasize the ultimate errors of the ‘right’ crowd’s case. Indeed there will be an
attempt to ignore the ‘right’ crowd’s arguments altogether. Members of the wrong crowd will commiserate with one another and emphasize
the longer term rather than the immediate future.” Plummer, p. 68
As the trend develops, more and more investors join the successful crowd and confidence in the trend increases. Members of the ‘right’
crowd will tend to disparage members of the ‘wrong’ crowd. The ‘right’ crowd will continuously emphasize that the ‘wrong’ crowd’s arguments are hopelessly incorrect.
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Individuals in the unsuccessful crowd become disillusioned as the trend goes against them. This crowd is subjected to a continuous
stream of propaganda from the successful crowd. This coercion, coupled with the trend moving against them, leads to a growing number
of individuals deserting the unsuccessful crowd and joining the successful crowd. As this process develops market prices will continue to
move in the direction required by the successful crowd. “These changes in prices are a clear signal to members of the unsuccessful crowd
that their arguments are ineffectual. No matter how powerful these arguments might appear on a longer term view, the short term message cannot be ignored. The beliefs of the unsuccessful crowd are shown to be incorrect. Eventually the stress created by the combined
forces of adverse price movements, shrinking numbers and unfavourable propaganda becomes too much and the trickle of deserters from
the unsuccessful crowd becomes a flood. Prices will suddenly rise or fall very sharply as this change occurs: it is an emotional period,
usually accompanied by high volume turnover in the market place. Furthermore, those investors who join the successful crowd at this
stage are ‘converts’ and, as such, tend to be more committed. They are therefore the least likely to change their minds quickly, and will
provide sufficient finance to keep the trend intact.” Plummer, pp. 70 - 71.
As a continuing stream of resources are added to the successful crowd’s point of view, prices dramatically increase. Thus price itself
provides a leadership role in promoting the successful crowd’s investment position. “The reason for behaviour being dependent on prices
is that a price movement in a particular direction represents the beliefs of one of two crowds, and helps fulfill the leadership function for
that crowd. Because our experience of life through time is (apparently) linear and sequential, and because (for most of us) our thought
processes are of the same nature, there is a natural tendency to believe that what has just happened will also continue to happen in the
immediate future. If for example, security prices have just risen, not only will the bulls feel satisfied, but there will also be a tendency to
assume the rise will continue.” Plummer, p. 71.
Price is perhaps the single most important leader in both bullish and bearish markets. It provides an objective measure of success or
failure and in so doing it encourages those members of the successful crowd to add additional resources, whereas those members of the
unsuccessful crowd are coerced into abandoning their position and joining the successful crowd.
Additional leadership comes from brokers, fund managers and investors who provide favorable comments to the media, which then
promotes the cause to the widest possible audience. This is more evident in bullish markets than it is in bearish markets. For those who
manage money it simply doesn’t pay to be bearish. But when the bull is working in their favour, they and the media become strident in
their support of the markets and they drown out any bearish opposition.
In bear markets, brokers and investment fund managers try to keep the investment crowd locked into the bullish opinion. The media, too,
downplays the bearish price action. Price alone tells the true story and that, ultimately, if it continues negatively convinces the crowd, bit
by bit, to abandon the bullish cause.
Eventually, the crowd in either a bull market or a bear market is totally committed to the cause, not only in terms of emotional commitment,
but also in terms of resources. This sets the stage for a reversal. “The more people who commit themselves to believing in a particular
trend the fewer people there are in fact left to perpetuate it. A price reversal therefore inevitably occurs when the vast majority of investors
believe that it will not (yet) happen.” Plummer, p. 69.
From this short analysis of crowd behaviour in the investment markets it should be obvious that we should be keeping a close watch on
what the investment crowd is doing. When an overwhelming majority are doing the same thing, we should do the reverse.
Fortunately there are several measurements of crowd participation in the investment markets available to us. One of these has been developed by Market Vane, which started its service in 1964 by tabulating the buy and sell recommendations of leading market advisors and
Commodity Trading Advisors. From these numbers the Company produced ‘Bullish Consensus’ percentages for several different markets.
Investors should focus most of their attention on the long term bullish and bearish cycles, because it is by investing in these markets that
they can make their best returns. Measures such as Bullish Consensus are not useful in gauging market turns in the short and intermediate terms.
The chart (shown on the following page) from 1999 to the present, tracks the S & P 500, Market Vane Bullish Consensus percentages and
for added interest the consumer confidence numbers published by the University of Michigan. While I won’t be discussing these numbers,
it is interesting to note that the numbers peaked in January 2000, right at the end of the Long Wave autumn, which is exactly where we
would expect the record consumer confidence high.
Clearly the bullish Consensus numbers track stock market prices, in other words mood follows price; high consensus numbers correlate
with high stock prices and vice versa. It is interesting to note that the high consensus numbers generally top prior to the peak in stock
prices.
In 2002, the low consensus numbers bottomed three months before the actual stock market price low. In 2009, the low consensus numbers bottomed in early March 2009 which coincided with the S & P making its price low.
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The bullish consensus numbers reached a peak of 70% on May 14, 2013, which since 1999 has only been bettered once and that was in
April 2007 at 74%, six months before the October 2007 stock market price peak. What is interesting to note is that once these consensus
numbers reverse they tend to move in the direction of the reversal for some time. I write this because in the four weeks since that bullish
consensus high the consensus numbers have been dropping; the latest figure is 63%.
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We can also use technical analysis as a means to determining when a change in the direction of price might be in the offing. Once again,
we are only trying to anticipate a price reversal over the long term. To do this we use a monthly chart. Perhaps the most instructive measures in this regard are the overbought/oversold oscillators such as the MACD and the Relative Strength Index. Below I show the monthly
price chart of the DJIA with the MACD and the RSI shown on the bottom of the chart.

Dow Jones Industrial Average - Monthly Price Chart

												Source: Thomson Reuters

The vertical lines indicate significant price tops or bottoms since the January 2000 peak. Note the levels of the RSI and MACD at these
junctures. Current levels of the RSI and MACD are very overbought and at levels seen at previous significant price peaks. At this time
these indicators don’t appear to be rolling over, which would suggest that there is a little more life left in the stock bull market. When I write
a ‘little’, I mean a ‘little’.
It is easy to see the bullish and bearish cycles on this chart. A bullish cycle ended in January 2000 and was followed by a bearish cycle,
which ended in October 2002. This bearish cycle was followed by a bullish cycle ending in October 2007. That bullish cycle was followed
by a bearish cycle, which ended in March 2009. We have been in a bullish cycle since then. The Bullish consensus numbers track these
highs and lows closely, which is what we should expect. Note how the cycles do not co-exist.
Perhaps, the next bearish cycle will be the big bear, which will effectively bring prices close to the level at which the long wave autumn
stock bull market commenced, that’s 777 points on the DJIA.
Stock market investors are throwing caution to the wind by borrowing heavily to buy stocks. Margin debt is an aggressive bet on higher
stock prices and at these levels is another warning that the stock bull market is in jeopardy.
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Excessive margin debt is a sign of speculative excess, especially since current debt is now at or above (we don’t have the April 2013
numbers in yet) the record debt of $381 billion (U.S.) reached in July 2007 or the previous high reached in March 2000. Both these high
margin debt levels corresponded with major stock market price peaks, which were followed by gut-wrenching collapses in stock prices.
See chart below:

Bullish consensus, margin debt and the MACD and RSI indicate extreme crowd participation in and commitment to the stock market and
we know that this is the set up for a reversal. “...The more people who commit themselves to believing in a particular trend the fewer
people there in fact left to perpetuate it. A price reversal therefore inevitably occurs when the vast majority of investors believe that it will
not (yet) happen.” Plummer, p. 69.
As for gold and the gold stocks the investment crowd could not be more bearish. Advisors are telling investors that the gold bull market is
dead. Not too long ago the President of Canaccord Genuity, Paul Reynolds, told the company’s investment advisors that the bear market
in gold had another three years to run. This company is trying to force their investment advisors to turn their clients’ money over to the
company’s wealth management business, where in that domain little if any would be earmarked for investment in precious metals stocks
and with most of it likely to be invested in the overheated stock market.
Precious metals funds are facing huge redemptions, which is adding to the selling in this sector, particularly in the junior market. Several
precious metals funds have gone out of business. In April, investment funds pulled $9.1 billion (U.S.) from commodities markets, the
second biggest monthly outflow on record. $8.7 billion (U.S.) of the $9.1 billion (U.S.) outflow was from exchange traded products backed
by precious metals. Although, I suspect a high percentage of theses withdrawals were simply to convert paper precious metals holdings
to the actual physical metals.
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The junior precious metals companies are fighting to stay alive with virtually no access to capital. Their senior counterparts are being
constantly bashed in the press. In particular, Barrick Gold is facing mounting criticism of its handling of its Pascua Lama project in the high
Andes on the Chilean/ Argentine border.
The price of gold has fallen 32% and the price of silver 58% from their September 2011 price peaks. The HUI Gold Bugs Index has
dropped by 62% from its peak in September 2011 and the Venture Exchange index is off 63% from its price peak in March 2011.
Market Vane’s bullish consensus on gold is at 40% which is the lowest it has been since 2001 when gold bottomed at $255 (U.S.) per
ounce. That level is well below the Consensus level of 53% which was reached following the 30% correction in the price of gold during
the 2008 fiasco.
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I am not in the least surprised that investor sentiment is at the opposite ends of the spectrum when it comes to gold and the general
stock market, because when one is bullish the other is bearish especially over the longer term. This is most evident in the Dow Jones
Industrials/Gold ratio chart shown below.
What is apparent from this chart, and one that I think is of the utmost importance for investors to understand, is that stock market values and the gold price move opposite to each other over very long periods and these periods correspond to the Long Wave seasons,
which are approximately 15 plus years long. The stock market performs well during spring which ushers in the economic rebirth. The
ratio reached a high at the end of spring (28.26 - Feb 1966). The price of gold does well during the inflationary summer. The ratio
reached an extreme low at the end of summer (1.04 - 18 Jan 1980). The stock market performs exceptionally well during the speculative autumn and the ratio reached an extreme high at the end of autumn (43.85 - July 1999). The price of gold performs well during
the winter financial crisis and the ratio reaches an extreme low at this time. The low was 2/1 during the previous winter, but at that time
the price of gold was fixed at $20.67 (U.S.) per ounce. This winter, since the price of gold is unfixed; I am expecting a ratio of 1/.25.
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The chart shown below is the Dow/Gold ratio, but shown only from 1999 onwards. The ratio reached a peak in July 1999 of 43.85. The
chart also shows Market Vane’s bullish percentage for stocks (S & P 500) and gold. The bullish percentage for stocks has been in an
uptrend, albeit with some wild swings, since March 3, 2009 when it bottomed at 32%. It recently reached a high of 70%, and is currently
at 63%. The bullish consensus on gold recently reached a low of 40% and is currently at 42%. The gap (30%) between the bullish levels
between stocks and gold is the widest that it has been since 1999. That in itself should strongly suggest a reversal. Indeed, over the past
four weeks the gap has narrowed to 21%.
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Using these rational measures to evaluate what is a non-rational, emotional crowd phenomenon is the best means that we have available
in which to determine a pending major reversal in market price.
What these measures are telling me, and I hope you, is that we should expect major price reversals in the stock market and in the price
of gold, shortly, if indeed these reversals haven’t already started. The Dow is currently down 483 points from its April high of 15,542 points
and spot gold is currently priced at $1,391 (U.S.) per ounce, which is $69 (U.S.) higher than its low price in April.
In the stock market, the crowd is fervently supportive of stocks. It has assumed a record amount of margin debt in its quest to reap further
profits. Overbought oscillators such as the MACD and the RSI on the Monthly chart are at levels which coincide with major price peaks.
The RSI is rolling over to the downside but the MACD is still trending higher.
The gold investment crowd is decidedly bearish. The Bullish Consensus level, at 40%, is at a level not seen since 2001, when the price of
gold was $255 (U.S.) per ounce. On the monthly chart, the RSI and MACD are not yet at deeply oversold levels, but they are at equivalent
levels to where they were in 2001. On the weekly chart, however, they are positioned at deeply oversold levels and both are turning up
to give buy signals.
On the basis of the evidence you should be positioning your investment strategy to coincide with a return of the bear to the general stock
market and a return of the bull market in gold and gold stocks.
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“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” Santayana

